What's in a Name? Burning Tractor is a collaboration
between Austin and Wes Meyers, brothers who grew up
on a horse farm in Northeast Texas. The name "Burning
Tractor" represents the tireless work ethic and multifaceted skills needed to function on a farm, pushed into
the digital age and applied to audio and video production.
There were many times back on the farm where they
didn't have what they needed to get a job done,
but
instead of going out and purchasing something,
they would make their own, or find another way to
get it done with the resources available to
them.

We work in High Definition, and routinely shoot
with 35mm adpater rigs on pro level HD
cameras, and well as shoot direct-to-disk for
FX's work and projects where quality is of the
utmost importance. We have experience
shooting Live performances, Green
Screen
FX's, Commercials, and
even Outdoors/Nature
footage.

Video/Graphics
• Conception & Creation
• Pre-production
• Shooting & On-set Production
• Post Production
• Mastering & Delivery
• Motion Graphics
Audio Production
• Recording
• Tracking/Mixing
• Mastering
• CD Authoring
• Writing/Composing
• Studio Musician
• Drums • Percussion • Bass •
• Guitar • Keyboard •

In today's digital age, a pair of Pro Macs
give us the resources to create
extremely professional and creative
products at a fraction of the cost of
production companies with larger
infrastructures.

We use Logic Studio 8 for the latest
and greatest in DAW connectivity
and quality. We use digital interfaces
by M.O.T.U. and have a full studio,
including overnight accomodations,
for recording here in Austin. We even
have the capibility of throwing half the
studio in the bag and going on location
depending on the nature of the
project.

Burning Tractor offers a wide
variety of services that range from
audio and video production,
recording, conception, writing, as
well as graphic design, web
design and even welding and
construction, and if you ask
nicely enough we might even
cook you breakfast.

In addition to Video & Audio
production, we can also create
graphics and web media to give
you a fully turnkey experience.
We are even expanding into programming
database driven web apps for creating
dynamic or user generated content. Shoot
us and email and tell us what we can do
for YOU!

Web/Graphics
• Basic Websites
• PHP & MySQL Based
Applications
• Photography
• Fliers & Labels

Austin graduated from The University of Texas in
2005 with a degree in Radio-Television-Film. He has
since worked for numerous production companies,
as well as freelanced for individuals, companies,
and government agencies. Austin is a digital
handyman, being well versed in many, many
aspects of production. From pre-production to final
mastering and delivery, Austin has probably had his
hands on it in one way or another. Austin's
experience doesn't stop with production either, he is
also a welder, decorated Equestrian, outdoorsman,
and part time inventor.

Wes is currently enrolled in the University of Texas,
and will be graduating this spring. He is an
accomplished musician turned producer. Wes'
musical aspirations started in middle school when he
joined the school's band and took up percussion.
From the very beginning Wes has been first chair in
every band he played in, and is extremely profiecent
in a wide array of instruments including: drums,
marimba, guitar, bass, timpani, keyboard, and
virtually anything that he can get noise to come out
of. Wes has been creating his own music since he
was a young teenager, and he and his brother even constructed their
own studio out of part of a barn on the farm they grew up on.

Shannon and Austin first met 4 years ago when
working on some productions together. Since then
they have collaborated extensively and are good
friends. Shannon has a creative eye that few
possess and the skills to visually recreate what he
envisions in his head. Shannon's latest foray is into
shooting HD through a letus35 35mm lens adapter
and the stuff he is cranking out is absolutely stunning. Shannon has
done work for CitySearch, and various commercial and Indie projects
across the country. Shannon's accute eye and skilled creative and
shooting styles make him a welcome addition to the Burning Tractor
Crew.

